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The Role of Trolls:  

Illegitimate Participants in the Reddit Community of Practice 

Lave and Wenger (1991) pioneered a viewpoint of learning that expanded upon social 

constructivist theory. They proposed that learning is dependent upon knowledge construction 

through active engagement, and that the engagement must be situated socially and sustained 

within groups (i.e., "real-world communities of practice"), where information shared among 

participants sets the learning direction and generates “collective learning in a shared domain of 

human endeavor” (Wenger, n.d.). This theory of situated learning asserts that a person’s 

authentic surroundings and interactions with others are essential elements of the learning 

process. Legitimacy is also critical to situated learning theory. Wenger describes a legitimate 

participant in a community of practice as someone whose shares the same passion with the 

community and whose primary intention is to learn and evolve by joining the community 

activity.  As such, active participation is also a critical element of situated learning.  

Online community sites like Reddit offer a coherent example of situated learning in 

practice because the learning demonstrated there is a social activity, happening naturally and 

taking place in the same situation in which it is applied. Reddit is open to anyone who wants to 

participate, and registered users become actively involved in the community by submitting, 

voting on, and commenting about content on nearly any subject imaginable. Legitimate 

participants in the Reddit community learn as a result of sharing and actively contributing and 

constructively debating topics. Their give and take as participants allows the community to 

evolve and “makes it possible to think of sustained learning as embodying … the structural 

characteristics of communities of practice” (Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 55). Also present on 

Reddit.com are users called “trolls,” who will be defined shortly. This paper will demonstrate 
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that trolls are illegitimate participants in the Reddit.com community of practice, because they 

detract from the shared learning goal of the community’s social practice.   

Defining Trolls and Why The Definition Matters 

 Debate abounds regarding a universal definition of an online troll, with descriptions 

ranging from someone who disagrees and disrupts to someone who baits or heckles. However 

those definitions matter less for this thesis than how Reddit defines a troll, as its members set the 

guidelines for learning within their community. Reddit’s published definition of a troll is a user 

who is “rabble-rousing” (e.g., Reddiquette) or stirring emotion among the community, rather 

than using reason to debate and share knowledge. Evidence of at least one Reddit user’s 

agreement appears in the following posted comment: “So trolling consists of posts containing 

material the poster does not actually agree with, but posts for the purpose of getting people upset 

and/or causing nasty responses. It is the rock thrown for the purpose of turning a protest to a riot” 

(e.g., matts2). Similar user-submitted posts appear on another Reddit thread, agreeing with 

Reddit’s official definition and providing further information with specific examples (e.g., 

dumb_asshole, dsnmi, DonManuel). Users in general appear to support all of these definitions, as 

each noted in this paper boasts a balance of positive votes from the community. This point is 

paramount because the participants of the community guide the curriculum. If they agree that the 

definitions are valid, then they are until further debate in the community ensues. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) argue that legitimate participation “entails learning as an 

integral constituent” (p. 35). Therefore, a legitimate participant at Reddit is a user who commits 

to the domain and to building learning relationships. A legitimate participant at Reddit also seeks 

to understand what detracts from this goal, including troll-like behavior (e.g., Reddiquette). 

Master Redditors’ guide participants to refrain from troll-like behavior as a critical element in 
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supporting the learning goals of the community’s social practice. In fact, trolling is cited as an 

action that does not support the stated goal of community growth (e.g., Reddiquette), which 

participants experience through constructive shared knowledge.  

While trolls may be active participants in the Reddit community, they do not meet the 

legitimacy criteria because their actions do not demonstrate a commitment to furthering 

knowledge and engaging in learning. Lave and Wenger (1991) point out “learning is not merely 

a condition for membership but is itself an evolving form of membership” (p. 53). Trolling, 

according to Reddit’s definition, does not represent growth or evolution. In fact, trolls’ emotion-

laced comments may actually derail learning. Therefore, intentional trolls are not legitimate 

participants. 

Evidence of Troll Behavior Detracting from Community Learning 

 Examples of troll postings should help illustrate their designation as illegitimate 

participants in the Reddit community. The first example demonstrates a troll-like desire to elicit 

an emotional response. On an IAE thread discussing how people use Google to search, a user 

commented with a profane attack on the character of the original poster. The original poster 

responded by deleting the offensive post since it didn’t add to the debate or support meaningful 

learning on the subject, but the troll reposted the comment within minutes to bait the user again 

(e.g., ramp_tram). The original poster didn’t take the bait the second time, likely disappointing 

the troll who was hoping for another reaction.  

 A second example also illustrates the desire to provoke an emotional response and 

attempts to redirect the topic, thereby detracting from community learning. On an IAmA thread 

about a man who failed a faithfulness test from his fiancée, the original poster admitted his 

failure and guilt in the scenario. His tone seemed clearly in search of support. However, a troll 
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posted an inflammatory comment that took the thread off topic with incorrect information and 

insinuation (e.g., thegreatblewdini). Another troll joined the discussion with what appears to be 

now-deleted comments and by “shouting” in an all-cap comment when original poster tried to 

clear up the confusion with additional comments and requests for comment deletions (e.g., 

o_is_in_paris). Interestingly, the first troll in the thread reappeared and accused the original 

poster of being a troll, but the original poster’s humble response ended the thread (e.g., 

thegreatblewdini). 

 Reddit threads discussing the definition of a troll offer more examples. Users identified a 

list of suspected trolls in the community. Research of a few of these accused trolls’ post histories 

revealed that many of their comments and links could be considered trolling with the intent to 

shock users to action based on potentially false stories (e.g., mikepunk) or attempting to elicit an 

emotional response based on questionable information sources (e.g., Palin_Beck_2012), as 

deemed by the community. Reddit’s stated definition classifies these user behaviors as troll-like. 

The posts do not contribute to the shared learning goals of the community, thereby making the 

participation of trolls illegitimate. 

Implications and Conclusion 

Arguably an intentional troll does not post every troll-like comment. Some Reddit 

newcomers may not have enough knowledge or experience in the community to know the 

difference between trolling and a failed attempt at humor. As a result, they may unintentionally 

make comments that the community deems troll-like. Lave and Wenger would argue that if 

newcomers exhibiting troll-like behavior are truly legitimate participants, they will learn from 

experience, cease trolling, and eventually fulfill the social reproduction cycle of the community 

by replacing the old-timers and sharing knowledge with the newcomers who replaced them.  
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Downvoting or commenting is a natural reaction to troll comments. However, this tactic 

offers trolls exactly what they seek – attention and the encouragement to continue their 

destructive behavior. Ignoring trolls is one of the most effective tactics to control trolls. Threads 

too numerous to document in this paper noted this suggestion. Ignoring them forces trolls to seek 

satisfaction elsewhere. Troll control tactics are in the best interest of a legitimate participant at 

Reddit as they will eliminate illegitimate participants and strengthen the community by 

promoting the shared goal of meaningful debate that leads to authentic learning. In essence, troll 

control will help sustain the community of practice into the future. 
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